CAM Raleigh is proud to present New York-based Japanese
artist Naoko Ito in her first solo museum exhibition. This
series, Urban Nature, examines the relationships between
the natural world and the industrial world.
Ito advocates that our entire lives are in a constant state
of decay and renewal, an idea elegantly illustrated through
the pieces Ubiquitous, Flora and Plight. In these works,
segmented tree branches are preserved in glass jars. Ito’s
choice of material originally stems from a desire to replicate
the luminosity and fragility of ice, a natural material that
shares the quality of preservation with jars. Stacked
precariously on the concrete, the works are evidence of an
unfaltering hand.
A large gallery wall crawls with knotted wire, laboriously
knitted by Ito over six months. Its seemingly fragile quality
mimics moss or ivy. Living in New York City, she doesn’t
have much exposure to wilderness. Trees are a common site
in Raleigh, the City of Oaks. But around her home, Ito must
purchase branches from the local flower market in order to
create her artworks.
New York has a lot of parks but I feel like the park is
fake nature. I started thinking about how, especially
in the New York area, in urban areas, how people get
along with nature. How they contain it. -Naoko Ito

I feel like two dimensions is not enough for me
to explain about myself or what I’m talking
about, what I’m thinking about. –Naoko Ito

The title of the video piece KV265 refers to Mozart’s twelve
variations of the French folk song Ah! vous dirai-je, Maman,
which Ito is playing on the piano in the video. Ito chose this
song because of its nostalgic feeling, touching most people
whether they can place the tune or not: the melody for
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star; Baa Baa Black Sheep; and the
Alphabet Song. Ito considers this work to be a “treatment
for winter depression;” filled with lovely scenes of green
projected through jars, their final images distorted and
dreamlike. Contrasted with the decaying Plight, the dialogue
between the works speak of summer and winter, growth and
decline, joy and sadness.
This is the first exhibition in the Emerging Artists Series in
the Independent Weekly Gallery.
Kate Shafer
Gallery and Exhibitions Manager
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Naoko Ito (born 1977, Tokyo, Japan), is an emerging artist
living and working in New York City. Ito recently received
her MFA from the School of Visual Arts in New York, NY.
She holds a BFA in Science of Design as well as Curator
Certification from the Musashino Art University in Tokyo,
Japan. Urban Nature is her first solo exhibition. Group
exhibitions include CRG Gallery (New York, NY), 2010
SOHO20 Gallery Chelsea (New York, NY), Yasashii Yokan
Gallery (Tokyo, Japan), Perry Rubenstein Gallery (New York,
NY), Ise Cultural Foundation (New York, NY), Visual Arts
Gallery, School of Visual Arts (New York, NY), X Initiative
(New York, NY), ZieherSmith Gallery (New York, NY),
Ozone Gallery (Tokyo, Japan), DIC Color Square (Tokyo,
Japan), White Box/The Annex (New York, NY). Fellowships,
Residencies and Grants include the Artists Residency
Program at Yaddo (Saratoga Springs, NY), Studio Program
at Chashama (Brooklyn, NY), Artist Studio Residency
Program at SOHO20 Gallery Chelsea (New York, NY),
School of Visual Arts Graduate Department Award and the
Alumni Society of School of Visual Arts Scholarship Award.

What’s your
first reaction?
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4.

5.
1. Ubiquitous, 2009, jar, tree, 50" h × 70" w × 35" d 2. Flora, 2009, jar, tree, 39" h ×
36" w × 24" d 3. Plight, 2011, jar, tree, 64" h × 70" w × 72" d 4. KV265, 2009, video
jar, tree, dimensions variable 5. Felicity, 2009-2011, wire, dimensions variable

#1*:
The theme seems to be about
capturing something beautiful…
it sort of reminds me of
stopping time.
-Kate, Docent, grade 7

#5*:
I am fascinated by the shadows
cast from Naoko’s wire
installation. The shadows look
like intricate line drawings on
the wall. The first time I noticed
them I thought she had actually
drawn on the
wall!
-Nicole Welch,
Curator of Education

#2*:
In the background you can hear
the sounds of Naoko playing
the piano in the video piece and
I imagine that the branches
in this piece are her fingers
playing the music.”
-Renee, Docent, grade 7

Things to consider:
Plight uses a live tree, rather than a dried branch.
How does it differ from the other pieces in the
show? What do you think it will look like in one
year? Five years?
Ito knitted the wire piece on the wall, Felicity, to
resemble ivy. What else does it remind you of?

ABOUT THE EMERGING ARTIST SERIES

CAM Raleigh is the only museum in the region with a dedicated
gallery for emerging artists and designers. Through exhibiting
emerging artists whose work is still in progress and fresh from the
studio, CAM Raleigh celebrates the diversity of artistic expression
and places the artist at the center of the community. The Museum
supports early career contemporary artists in an atmosphere
where they are encouraged to foster a cross-fertilization of ideas
and dynamic interaction with visitors. Visitors from all walks of
life will often have a chance to meet and exchange ideas with the
artists celebrated in this series. CAM Raleigh’s Independent Weekly
Gallery features the Emerging Artist Series.

BECOME A MEMBER
The best way to experience CAM Raleigh is by
becoming a member. Stay involved, show your
support, and get special access to the latest
exhibitions. Become a member at
camraleigh.org/join or inquire at the front desk.

3.

Artist Lecture: July 10, 2011, 12:00 p.m.
Closing Reception follows. Free with admission,
limited seating available.

CAM Raleigh curates the most contemporary
works of art and design where the public can
directly encounter the work and ideas of those
still emerging, growing, and living. CAM Raleigh
aspires to engage a broad and diverse audience,
generate a sense of community, and spark new
thinking by creating experiences that explore
what’s now and nearing.
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